Your hosting hub: TeleData at Delta House
Whether you need IaaS, colocation, dedicated or cloud server hosting, we offer a range of data centre services to suit any technology requirement.

These core services are delivered from our own world-class, independently operated Tier III facility in Manchester: Delta House is the trusted and connected HQ for hundreds of businesses across the UK, who depend on our people and platforms to deliver the reliable hosting services that ensure the success of their online endeavours.

All of these elements form just part of TeleData’s “Hosting Ecosystem” — a self-contained, interconnected range of technologies, people, assets and functions that work together to provide the ideal home for your evolving hosting journey.

— Matt Edgley
Commercial Director, TeleData Group

Learn more about a hosting hub you can trust
Contact us online, send an email, or call 0333 888 4083
Our ecosystem...

Physical services
- Colocation
  - Your own equipment
  - Quarter/half/full racks
  - Secure cage solutions
- Dedicated servers
  - Off-the-shelf specs
  - Managed or unmanaged
  - Dedicated hardware

Cloud services
- IaaS
  - User-defined specs
  - Reservation or PAYG
  - Instant availability
- Cloud servers
  - Off-the-shelf specs
  - Managed or unmanaged
  - Instant availability

Hybrid zone
Link your physical and cloud resources
...is our difference

Delta House

Our owned and operated home: Tier III rated Delta House is central to everything we offer. With ISO27001 accreditation, multiple diverse fibre routes and an array of network providers, it's one of the most secure and connected buildings in the UK.

Physical layer

Redundancy is built into all aspects of our infrastructure, from cooling systems and diverse 2(N+N) power, to resilient links with every major connectivity provider and key data centre location in the country. And with BS5979 NSI Gold Approved Security and Home Office Approved status for data storage — staffed by accredited security and operations personnel — our investments in physical elements and resources are setting the grade for independent data centres.

Physical hosting

From quarter racks to secure cages, and from single dedicated servers to load balanced clusters: if you need the hands-on control of your own collocated hardware or the raw power of bare metal then we've got you covered.

Cloud hosting

Our commercial grade VMware Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) environment offers flexible compute resources on demand as part of your own virtual data centre, or straight-forward off-the-shelf, instantly provisioned virtual servers with no-risk rolling monthly contracts.

Service layer

All of this underpinned by a range of operational assets that complete the picture. Our renowned on-site support. The fact that we own and control the destiny of our home. Our investment and commitment to compliance and our decades of experience in the field. And if you’re an MSP or VAR, you’ll find us to be a willing and enthusiastic partner offering favourable rates.